Order Form

- Double bar design for squeeze confidence
- Massive 83,400 lb. squeeze force
- Weight conscious design is almost 100 pounds less than comparable Mustang® model
- Modular squeeze tool system for PE water and gas lines
- Hydraulic unit with choice of manual or pneumatic pump sources
- Includes two sets of color coded pipe stops for North America (Imperial) pipe sizes

REQUIRES PUMP CHOICE

- Manual Hydraulic Pump PESMPA #04329
- Pneumatic Pump PESAPA #04330
- FRL Unit - PESFRLA #04331

OPTIONAL

- Static Grounding Device PEGR7 #04621

NEED SPARE PARTS?

- Saddle Bolt and Washer PES8SBW #98376
- Side Handle with Grip PES8HGRP #98377
- Imperial Stops (N. Am.)
  - PES8BHLM #98390
  - PES8BHSM #98391

- 12’ Pump Hose with 3/8”NPT fittings PESHOSE12FT #94327

- Metric Stops
  - PESBHMM11 #98392
  - PESBHMM17 #98393